
MAKE 
CAMPING 
EASIER  
THAN EVER.
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MARK & CHRISTINE GILMORE:

We’ve taken our Tommy camper on several 
trips now and spent a lot of time in red dust and 
haven’t got a bit of dust inside. The other thing is 
there’s room, there’s plenty of room to stand up 

and also the huge bed and bed area was a big part 
of our decision to go with a Tommy campers.

JOHN RINNER:

We compared everything before we came and had a look 
and honestly Tommy’s product is over engineered, we 
shopped around and its stronger than anything else we’ve 
looked at and I’d say it will outlast any ute on the market 
these days. It’s a practical way of being able to go bush 
in comfort and still tow a boat at the same time. Great 
value for money, nothing compares moneywise so we 
actually ended up buying our second Tommy! one for us 
and one for our son.

COLIN GIBBS:

The Tommy camper turns heads wherever I go. It’s 
easy to load, doesn’t inhibit the vehicles on or off-
road capabilities and a breeze to setup at any time 
of the day in any weather. It provides security and 
comfort with a queen size bed and plenty of internal 
storage room including a large standing area. A great 
touring and camping unit that allows me to venture 
wherever I choose.



UNRIVALLED STRENGTH
With an industry leading 3mm thick aluminium body, 
Tommy campers are designed to handle rough outback 
conditions & anything else you can throw at it.

PERSONALIZED 
FIT-OUT
With a large array of simple 
& practical options Tommy 
campers can be supplied as a 
bare shell for the DIY project, 
a fully fitted out ready to go 
camper or anything in between.

FITS ANY UTE
There’s a Tommy camper to suit 
every model ute whether its a 
dual cab, space cab or single cab. 

SPACIOUS INTERIOR
Our unique vertical lifting roof 
provides 38% more interior space 
resulting in a huge bedding area  
and a great night sleep.

EFFORTLESS SET UP
Completely set up and ready to use in 
less time than it takes to make a coffee.

SLEEK COMPACT  
DESIGN
Your ute will look more 
appealing than ever with 
Tommy campers distinctive 
contoured shape, all whilst 
minimizing wind drag & 
improving fuel economy.

EASY ACCESS
The gently tapered, non-
slip rear steps and optional 
full height hand rail make 
accessing the Interior easy 
and safe.


